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1. Purpose and scope of the report

The report aims to present the necessity of introducing an EU-coordinated policy to foster the 
integration of Roma EU citizens and to promote an active cooperation between stakeholders, 
to show the possibility of developing such an instrument and to present specific 
recommendations to that effect. 

The rapporteur will argue that while combating racism and eliminating discrimination is 
essential in building an inclusive society, anti-discrimination measures alone are insufficient 
to facilitate the social inclusion of Roma, since their socio-economic exclusion is not 
exclusively defined by racism or discrimination but also by the interaction of several historic-
economic factors. An EU-level approach aiming the alleviation of sub-standard living 
conditions must therefore focus on eliminating not poverty per se, but a special form of 
poverty, i.e. the poverty of geographically concentrated post-transitional rural or suburban 
underclass, to which the majority of the EU's Roma population is directly subject to or 
indirectly threatened by. In this wise, second and third generational human rights - e.g. the 
right to employment, housing, health care and education - demand at least as much emphasis 
as the first generation of rights, i.e. the rights of the person, with an equally firm legal basis.

This report therefore is neither intended to underline or analyse the complex phenomena of 
ethnicity-based discrimination concerning Roma EU citizens nor to discuss issues of 
migration.

2. Background - Hereditary deprivation and the ghettoisation of poverty

The nature of poverty has changed dramatically in the past two decades in Eastern-Europe 
where the majority of European Roma live. Due to the elementary economic concussions 
following the collapse of communism and the re-structuring of national economies, most 
Roma - along with their companions of majority origin - suddenly fell out of the labour 
market and started gradually sliding out of society. With their traditional communities 
disrupted and at the same time being blocked from social mobility, Roma became the most 
excluded subgroup of society and therefore almost completely disconnected from national 
economies1.

A new and isolated social stratus characterized by deep poverty and the lack of ability to 
provide its own subsistence or to satisfy even the most basic necessities has thus emerged. It 
is important to emphasize though that deep poverty is not at all a Roma issue. Only about one 
third of poverty stricken Eastern-Europeans are Roma and vice versa: only around one third 
of Roma live in deep poverty. Proportions of those living below or near the subsistence level 
are similar: the post-communist rural and suburban underclass is neither exclusively nor 
predominantly Roma.

                                               
1 UNDP 2002 The Roma in Central and Eastern Europe, Avoiding the Dependency Trap, A Regional Human 
Development Report, Bratislava, Slovakia available at: http://europeandcis.undp.org/home/show/67D586E9-
F203-1EE9-BE5BEB0F6A1D4179
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3. The necessity and possibility of a European Roma Strategy

3.1. Economic implications

3.1.1. Demographic dynamism

Compared to the equally excluded majority communities, there is one distinctive attribute of 
the Roma population, the economic relevance of which must be emphasized: demographic 
dynamism. Roma and non-Roma populations can be characterized by reverse demographic 
trends: while the majority society ages rapidly, the proportion of Roma is quickly increasing. 
In Hungary for example while at present Roma constitute an estimated 6-8% of the total 
population, - according to some estimations - every 5th-6th newborn baby is Roma and the 
ratio of Roma within the economically active population will exceed 50% by 20501. It is vital 
therefore to take into account that on the one hand the proportion of Roma within the active 
population which carries the social security system on its shoulder is growing steadily, and on 
the other hand there is a huge potential in the labour market reintegration of the massive 
unemployed population.

3.1.2. Integration is an economic necessity

The integration of Roma is a necessary investment and is financially profitable in the long 
run: on a scale of a 20-30 years period - when also the results of educational converts will 
start to unfold - it is actually cheaper to integrate the Roma population than sustaining their 
substandard socio-economic conditions. If the employment rate of Roma could be raised to 
that of the majority, the overall rate of employment would be increased with 5% to 10% 
depending on the proportion of Roma population in the country. Taking into account its affect 
on the growth of GDP, national economies themselves would grow triggering a substantial 
improvement in all the indicators based on the percentage of GDP per capita.

According to most standard economic models - like that of the World Bank2 - increasing 
labour market participation is indispensable for facilitating economic growth and especially 
requires the participation of those who are at an economically active age but are unemployed. 
The proportion of Roma over 50 years of age is generally lower than the European average 
while that of those below 30 is far higher. Roma therefore comprise a significant and 
permanently growing percentage of the necessary resource for the increase of labour market 
participation and - according to modest estimations - could trigger a 4-6 % growth of national 
GDPs, which is more than any European country spends on national security for example.

                                               
1 CEMI 2006 Macro Balance and Growth. Central European Management Intelligence, Budapest, available at:
http://www.cemi.hu/data/uploadfile/hu_246/phpM2c9oh.Makro%20egyens%C3%BAly%20%C3%A9s%20gazd
as%C3%A1gi%20n%C3%B6veked%C3%A9s.pdf
2 DE LAAT, Joost ed. 2010 Economic costs of Roma exclusion. World Bank, available at: 
http://siteresources.worldbank.org/EXTROMA/Resources/Economic_Costs_Roma_Exclusion_Note_Final.pdf
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3.1.3. The cost of non-inclusion

Hence, by not prioritizing the economic inclusion of Roma, Member States are wasting a 
significant amount of financial asset, let alone social benefits. Losses include:

o The indirect cost of lost GDP - as a result of social exclusion unemployed Roma fail to 
produce any domestic product;

o Social assistance and welfare benefits as well as the social and healthcare insurance 
provided by the state to those in poverty;

o Higher health costs due to substandard living conditions and lack of prevention;
o Wasted education expenditure - the cost of segregated and/or low standard schools that 

fail to provide quality education is wasted money, moreover, special-needs schools require 
higher costs;

o Extra safety costs, due to the higher crime rates caused by social exclusion and economic 
deprivation;

o The administrative cost of supervising the flow of welfare expenditure1.

In brief, it is important to realise that the social inclusion of Roma is not merely a moral 
obligation, but also an economic necessity, and the overall integration of Roma is essential 
not because of some kind of charity, but it is the strict financial interest of all the Member 
States.

                                               
1 MARCINČIN A. and MARCINČINOVÁ Ľ. The Cost of Non-Inclusion - The key to integration is respect for 
diversity. Open Society Foundation, Bratislava, available at:
http://www.romadecade.org/files/ftp/Publications/2_cost_of_non_inclusion.pdf


